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Father and Farther another great song by Just Jinger

Tabbed By David Hill(gjhill@iafrica.com)

Chords:

A ?:577655

F ?:133211

G ?:355433

C#m:446654

Dm :557765

F#m:244222

Bm :224432

Intro:A F G

 ???????????A ???????????????F ??????????????G ????????????A

Father and farther walk the heath and grind teeth at each other.

 ????????????????????????????F

Father and farther walk the heath,

 ??????????????G ??????????????????????A ???????F

The children believe it s about their mother.

 ?????????????A ????????????????????????C#m



But it s the father who knows that the farther they walk,

 ????Dm ?????????????????F ?????????????A ??????????C#m

The harder they try the darker the sky becomes for them.

F#m ??????????????????????????Bm ?F#m ??????????????????F

 ?Could the children be disturbed, ???did they stp to think at all.

 ????????????A ???????????????F ??????????????G ????????????????????A

Father and farther down the tree, can t they see they destroy one another?

 ????????????????????????????F ???????????????G ????????????????????A ??????????
F

Father and farther sow the seeds so they can grow just like there brother.

 ??????????????A ???????????????????????C#m

But it s the father who know that the farther they walk,

 ?????Dm ?????????????????F ?????????????A ?????????Cm

The harder they try the darker the sky becomes for them.

F#m ??????????????????????????????Bm ??F#m ??????????????????????F

 ??Hath he the strength to hold it in, ???importunate greed the sin.

Chorus:

Dm ????????????????A ???????????????G ??F ??????????Dm

 ?Oh, no. I can t bear to see that look upon there faces,

 ??????A ?????????????????????G ?F ?????????Dm

and I know there smiles will disappear in time.

 ????????A ????????????G ?F ??????????Dm

Father please help me ease my aching mind,

 ?????????????A ?????????????????F G ????????????????????A

 cos I can t bear to see the things that they ll still see.

 ??????????????????????????????F ??????????????????G ????????????????A



Brother and brother, for your sons hold back your guns not for your mother

 ???????????????????????????????F ???????????????????G ????????????A

Brother and brother, hide your pride and shine your love for one another.

 ?????????A ??????????????????????????C#m ??????????????????Dm ???????

But as a father should know that the harder they talk, the harder they cry,

 ????F ????????????????????A ?????????????????C#m

the darker there lives because, oh, in this world.

F#m ?????????????????????????Bm ???F#m ?????????????????????????????F

 ??Could the children be disturbed ????,did they stop to think at all?

Chorus:

 ?????????????????????????????F ?????????????????????G ????????????A

Father and farther, walk the heath and grind their teeth at each other.

 ????????????????????????????????????????F ???????????????????????????G ???

 ????????????????????????????

Father and farther, you should walk the heath and you should walk in peace

 ??????????A

with each other.

 ?


